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1.0 SUMMARY
This note -resents data verifyinri tho compatihiIity of currently
proposed reno-ZvofJs radar mo asuremr, nt accuracies with Mission 3B
rendezvous requirements. In addition, data presented indicate a
potential for increasinq the acceptahle time laq hetween termina-
tion of thrusting and availability of accurate measurement data.
Additional investigation is reconrnended to define any acceptable
time lag above the current proposed value.
	
Finally, Mission 3B
rendezvous performance is shown to bo sensitive to variations in
the relative downrange position dis pe rsions at insertion.	 It is
therefore reconxnended that insertion relative state dispersions
used in studies of 3B rendezvous be re p ;.2wed when re_ , ults of 3B
ascent dispersion studies are availahle.
2.0 INTRODU CTION
Due to the nature of Mission 3B, the rendezvous canability is only
minimallv dependent on onhoard navi g ated state i , iformation. Per
the veference A groundrules and quidolines which govern the pro-
posed rendezvous technique, the braking maneuvers, the line-of-
sight (LOS) rate control maneuvers, and the LOS attitude correction
maneuvers are to all be performed manually using data directly from
the rendezvous radar. Previous rendezvous evaluations for Mission
3B have used perfect navigation for p-rfo,ming the terminal control
DNAO .: 1.4-3-15
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maneuvers. This study was initiated to verify the compatibility
of the curreitly proposed rendezvous radar specifications and the
Mission 3B rendezvous rPquirem( , nts by using data directly from a
rendezvous radar math riodel for support of the 3Q terminal control
maneuvers. The study was conducted during this time period to
provide data in a time frame compatible with the rendezvous radar
request for proposal scheduled for November 1975.
Data is presented for evaluation of the proposed rendezvous radar
specifications in terms of Mission 3B rendezvous performance char-
acteristics.
	
In addition, data is presented for the evaluation
of rendezvous performance impacts associated with Orbiter/target
relative downrange position dispersions at insertion.
3.0 DISCIISSIw
The subsections to follow present briefly the major guidelines
and assumptions, the simulation description, and the general study
approach.
3.1	 Guidelines and _Assum tions
The major guidelines and assumptions governing the study are as
follows:
(a) The maximum time between Orbiter insertion and stationkeeping
should be less than twenty-five minutes.
(b) Rendezvous radar data is available six minutes after Orbiter
i
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insertion and terminal control maneuvers are allowed immediately
thereafter.
(c) The nominal rendezvous profile and the braking q ates employed
are those defined for the baseline refPrPnce mission 3B (Refer-
ence A).
(d) The Reaction Control System (RCS) is used for all maneuvers
with braking and LOS rate control maneuvers made component by
component. (A single corponent LOS rate control maneuver may
occur with a braking maneuver provided the LOS control algo-
rithm has scheduled it to occur at the heqinnina of the brak-
ing maneuver.)
(e) The braking maneuvers are performed with the {Z-axis RCS thrust-
ers using an acceleration 1-vel of 1.0 ft/sec'.
(f) The Orbiter X-axis is nominally pointed in the p l ane of the
Orbiter and the target and a X-axis acceleration level of
0.5 ft/sec' is used for inplane LOS rate control maneuvers.
A {Y-axis acceleration level of 1.0 ft/sec t is used for out-of-
plane LOS rate control maneuvers.
(g) The rendezvous radar provides range, range rate, angles (shaft
and trunnion), and .i,31e rates data out to a range of 10. n.mi.
(h) The terminal control maneuvers are performed using data directly
from the rendezvous radar.
M The rendezvous radar look angle uncertainty associated with
i nitial target acquisition is not addressed herein.
,1
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3.2 Simulation Descr'_Qtion
The dispersion analysis data presented within this note were gen-
erated via sixty cycle Monte Carlo runs that are initialized at
Orbiter insertion and continue through the terminal control brak-
ing maneuvers. A brief description of major modeling and evalua-
tional considerations follows.
Orbiter S ystems Modes
Per the guidelines and assum p tions, all maneuvers are performed
with the RCS. The RCS aropulsion model was configured so as to
provide constant acceleration 1 p vp ls and propellant flow rates on
a per axis basis. This model was selected to aid paramet r ic eval-
uations in terms of available acceleration levels should they be 	 j
desired. The model did not include RCS ozzle cant angle effects. I
Attitude corrections are performed instantaneously with propellant
requirements based on a maneuver rate of 0.5 deg/sec. and the as-
sumption that the pitch and yaw corrections would be performed
sequentially. Propellai,'. requirements for attitude hold are com-
puted using propellant weight per time where the particular value
is based on vernier control, a ±0.1 degree deadband, and the Orbi-
ter in approximately a 100 n.mi. orbit with the Y-axis pointed out-
of-plane.
	
It should be noted that the propellant usage rate for,
attitude hold is that for a non-thrusting Orbiter and because there
are considerable periods of thrusting the attitude hold propellant
r. 
I-	 T_
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is biased low. The specific data used for this study is presented
in Table I.
TABLE I - PROPULSION MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTIC VALUE REFERE14CE
TRANSLATION MANLUVLRS
Acceleration	 -ft/sec'/Propellant
Flow Rate -lbs/sec
!X-Axis
	
(3 Jets
	
Effective) 0.5/9.09* B
±Y-Axis	 (6 Jets	 Effective) 1.0/18.18* B
!Z-Axis
	
(6	 Jets	 Effective) 1.0/18.18* B
ATTITUDE MANEUVERS
Propellant Reyuirecents	 -	 lbs 26.6 C
(For a	 vehicle	 rate of 0.5°/sec
ATTITUDE HOLD
Propellant	 -lbs/hr	 (for vernier 2.27 C
control	 and	 a	 -0.1"	 deadhand)
Propellant flow rates are for three and six jets respectively.
The acr.eleration is approximately that for the Mission 3B ve-
hicle reioh± and the available thrust from the number of jets
indi(-,,,.ed.
The terminal control maneuvers are to be performed ljariu^illy using
data directly from the rendezvous radar'. The measurei , ient data pro-
vided by the rendezvous radar- model includes ranee, r • dnge rate,
shaft and trunnion an(. 11cs, and shaft dnd trunnion angle rates. For
r`7;-
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purposes of this study and convenience, the angle and angle rate
data are modeled as measurements of the Arbiter +Z-axis with re-
spect to the Orbiter-to-target line-of-siqht. The measurement
accuracies used as a reference for this study are those which are
currently being proposed for inclusion in the radar procurement
specification. The proposed accuracy s pecifications are presented
in Table II.
TABLE II - RENDEZVOUS SENSOR MEASUREMENT ACCURACIES *
PARAMETER NOISE SIGMA BIAS SIGMA UNITS
Range	 > 29860 ft. 99.5 26.2 ft
< 29860 ft. .0033R or 32.8 26.2 ft
(whichever is
greater)
Ranee Rate .328 .328 ft/sec
Angles
	
(Shaft & Trun- .191 1.0 deg
neon)
Angle Rates
(Shaft & Trunnion) .1604 .1604 deg/min
*
Data obtained from J. W. Griffin of the Trackinq and Communica-
tions 'Develonment Division
The radar model employed for this study provides measurement data
having an accuracy which depends on input bias error and noise
error standard deviations. The resulting accuracy is independent
D1.N0.: 1.4-3-15
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of whether or not the vehicle is undergoing coasting or accelerated
flight.
The proposed terminal control technique and the scope of this study
were such that no other areas of systems modeling viere considered.
Trajectory Dispersion Considerations
The trajectory dispersion data used for this study is primarily
that associated with the 3R rendo7vnus dispersion analysis presen-
ted in Reference A. The specific dis persion standard deviations
associated with the Orbiter insertion state and the knowledge of
the payload position and velocity are presented in Table III alonq
with the resultinq relative state dispersion standard deviations.
TARLF III - ORBITER/TARGET ACTUAL STATF DISPERSIONS AT INSERTION
`,TATF PARAMETER nT'BITFR(l(j) TARGET(lo) RELATIVE(lo)*
Dn n	 Range Position(ft) 1575. 3000. 3397.
Out-nf-Plane Position 3085. 200. 3092.
(ft)
Radial	 Position	 (ft) 1560. 400. 1609.
Drnm Rannp Velocity
(ft/sec) 3.37 0.2 4.61
Out-of-Plan e Velocity 7.45 0.2 7.46
(ft/sec)
Radial	 Velocity	 (ft/sec 4.75 3.4 4.19
Relative state dispersion standard deviations are target
centered relative rotating curvilinear.
DN.NO.: 1.4-3-15
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The nominal 38 rendezvous trajectory used for this study is that
presented in Reference A. The trajector y dis persions for the Monte
Carlo runs were obtained by dispersing the nominal insertion rela-
tive state using the relative state dispersion covariance matrix
presented in Table IV.
Terminal Control Algorithm
Terminal control is initiated at insertion plus six minutes. The
subsequent maneuvers for braking, line-of-sight rate control and
line-of-sight attitude corrections are performed using data directly
from the rendezvous radar.
The braking maneuvers are performed according to the range/range
rate gate schedule presented in Table V using the current measured
range and range rate from the rendezvous radar. Ideally the braking
AV is ap p lied along the line-of-sight to the target. However, in
general, the Orbiter braking axis (assumed to be +Z) will not lie
exactly along the line-of-si ght due to the non-zero line-of-sight
rates and errors in aligning the +Z axis with the LOS to the target.
Braking maneuvers are performed independently of the attitude and,
consequently, will in general have components normal to the line-
of-sight.
rDN.NO.: 1.4-3-15
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TABLE V - ASSUMED BRAKING GATES FOR 111WON B RENDEZVOUS
RAlIGE	 (f t) MIN.	 RANGE RATE (ft/sec) MAX.	 RP'JGE	 RATE	 (ft/sec)
49855. 75.0 85.0
36365. 70.0 80.0
32135. 65.0 75.0
28160. 60.0 70.0
24455. 55.0 65.0
21010. 50.0 60.0
17830. 50.0 55.0
14910. 45.0 50.0
1255. 40.0 45.0
9860. 35.0 40 0
7730. 30.0 35.0
5860. 29.0 30.0
4255. 24.0 25.0
2910. 19.0 20.0
1830. 14.0 15.0
1010. 9.0 10.0
455. 4.0 5.0
160. 0.1 1.0
The attitude model employed performs an attitude correction after
initial target acquisition (at insertion plus six minutes) to align
the +Z-axis along the line-of-sight as defined by the rendezvous
radar angle measurements. Inertial attitude hold is then commenced.
The +Z-axis is allowed to drift without oorrection until angle
1^	 Aft
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measuremerts indicate that it exceed s, a specifir , d deadhand (taken
t., be 3.0 degree^l for this study). 	 Attitude propellant usage is
continuously up,.,ted while in inertial attitude hold and deltas are
applied for the attitude corrections as they occur.
Line-of-siqht rate control is performed usino the angle rate mea-
surements. When a measured rate exceeds the input limit (taken
to he 1.0 degree/minute for this study) thrusting begins to null
the rate.
	
For this study the line-of-sight rate corrections were
only made to ninety percr:nt of the initial rate. The line-of-sight
rate control maneuvers are considered such that the inplane and
out-of-plane rates must be controlled sequentially with the higher
rate given priority.
Following each translation maneuver a constraint is imposed which
prohibits the execution of any subs(quent maneuver within a delta
time from thrust termination. This constraint was included to
allow evaluation of the tirio la q requirement assnCiatPH with the
rendezvous radir accuracy foliowinri RCS maneuvers (for the nro-
posers rendezvous radar ?.0 seconds is specified).	 All translation
maneuvers ar«,
 performed usin g a delta time of 1.0 second to account
for inaccuracies introduced by the rianual "powered flight V,jidance"
which will be performed by the crew.
Terminal control ends when the final braking gate has been satisfied
r_--r-, -,
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(successful rendezvous) or when an "pv"i nn condition exists which
cannot he reversed with a minimal maneuver (unsuccessful rendezvous)
or the line-of-sinht rates cannot bra cnntrnlied (unsuL( ssful ren-
dezvous).
3.3 Study Approach
The approach taken to verify the pro posed measurement data accura-
cies for compatihility with Mission 3B was to first verify the
adequacy for a ,uccessful rendP7VnU q and to then drOrm ine the per-
foniance impacts resril tino from imp r oved or regraded accuracy. The
improved or degraded accuracy cases involve changes in bias or
noise error siowas for each of the re asurement parameters indepen-
dently. Data generated is nrt intended for redefinition of the
proposed	 -acies but rather for hackground information on the
performance aspects of irprnved or degraded measurements.
In addition to m r'avurement accuracy lnvesticat i on, it was desired
to investigate the performanr - impa rt s associated with a post maneu-
ver time Ian for accurate r p ndnzvnu q radar data ahove th p currently
pro posed 2.0 seconds.	 For these invrst.igatinns, all translation
man p "vo's are constrain ed s"ch that fnllnwin q thr"O tenninatinn
the specified time lag must ela p se prior to execution of the next
maneuver. Here it should he noted that the radar measurement
accuracies are not degraded during the periods of thrusting which
EWLNfl.: 1.4-3-15
27 June 1975
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would occur if the time laq is of rer.l world concern. 	 In addition,
no consideration was given to maneuver execution prior to pw1sage
of the total time laq (i.e., to subsequent maneuver execution with
degraded measurement accuracies). however, the approach taken
should be adequate to identify the magnitude of the performance
impacts associated with an increased time lag.
The last area of investi g ation is concerned with defining the ren-
dezvous performance impacts associated with variations in the re-
lative downrange position dispersion siama at insertion. Two runs
were made for comp arison with the reference Monte Carlo run. For
the first run, the relative state dispersion covariance matrix was
111Odified sc is to reflect a downran ge variance of four times the
original value and for the second run the matrix was modified to
reflect a downrange variance of nine times the original value.
The associated matrix modifications were made such that the ori-
ginal correlations were preserved.
4 .0 RESULT S
The paramf_ ,.,^rs
 used to meas ure t.h r- r endezvous performiance are the
tctal translational maneuver ,V, the delta tii ,,e from insertion to
stationkeeoing, the thruster duty ti, T,e (percent o f thruster on-
time measured from time of initial thrust), the total attitude pro-
pellant (after acquisition of the target by the rendezvous sensor),
J
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and the rendezvous success status. The rendezvous performance e-ta
for the proposed rendezvous sensor accuracies (presented in Table
II) were obtained with a 60 cycle Monte Carlo run where relative
state trajectory dispersions were generated using the covariance
matrix presented previously in Table IV. All rendezvous were suc-
cessful and the resulting performance data are p resented in Table
VI.
TABLE VI - MISSInN 3B RENDEZVOUS PERFORMANCE FOR
CURRENTLY PROPOSED MLA', UREI1ENT ACCURACIES
PARAMETER UNITS MEAN SIGMA MFAN+3SIGMA
Translaticn AV fps. 107.2 23.36 177.3
Delta Time To Sta- min. 21.6 0.85 24.1
tionkeeping
Thruster Duty Time % 13.2 3.85 24.7
Attitude Propellant * lbs. 733.7 118.11 1088.0
*
See Section 3.0 for a discussion of propellant usage
considerations.
Various runs were made in which the rendezvous radar measurement
accuracies (bias and noise) were varied individually for each mea-
surement parameter from a 25% improved accuracy to a 50% degraded
accuracy. Results from these runs show only minor changes over
that for the reference accuracies. For example, Table VII presents
9
i
I1
1
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ehannps in the rendezvous perfo nuance parame ters for the 50" de-
crraded accuracy rims as romnared to the reference ac ,.uracv run.
Each rendezvous associated with the degraded accuracy %-ras success-
ful and, as is seen by the resultin g deltas to the performance oa-
rameters, only minimal impact occur;. The only si gnificant changes
are the translation AN increases (me an 4-3 sinina) of un to 6.6 fns
and the attitude propellant increases (mean +3 O gria) of up to
145.1 lbs.
	
Note that the data should not be con%true d to indicate
that a rolaxinq of the rendezvous radar accuracy requirements is
possible since the de g raded accuracv could seriously degrade the
Performance of the rendezvous navigation for onhoard state urdates.
The performance data for improved accuracy is not presented for
discussion as there was no si g nificant imnrovement in performance.
The data is p resented in Appendix A in grarhical form for background
information.
Two runs were mace in which the post maneuver delay was increased
from the currently proposed 2.0 second value.
	
The first run used
a 10.0 second delay and the seconc a 15.0 ser.ond delay. Every case
of the 10.0 second delay run ended in a successful rendezvous, how-
ever, more than half the cases of the 15.0 second run were unsuc-
cessful. The failure in every instance was dug to loss of LCS ra`e
control. This loss of control existed to some extent in both aAes,
MAO.: 1.4-3-15
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however, the loss of inplane (x-axis) contro' was more pronounced
due to the smaller acceleration capability in that axis.	 In addi-
tion, the x-axis acceleration of 0.5 ft/sec' used herein is a pprox-
imately the maximum that is available. Table VIII presents delta
performance data with respect to the reference values for the 10.0
second delay run.
TABLE VIII - MISSION 3B RENDEZVOUS PERFOPMANCE DELTAS FOR
A 10.0 SECOND POST MANEUVER TIME LAG
PARAMETER UNITS ME/VJ SIGMA MEAN +3 SIGMA
Translation AV fps. -11.4 -0.25 -12.2
Delta Time To Sta- min. 0.01 0.01 0.04
tionkeeping
Thruster Duty Time q -1.3 -.07 -1.53
Attitude Propellant lbs. -278.4 -30.92 -372.19
Note the decrease in attitude propellant which results from the
increased delay causing fewer attitude correction maneuvers to be
performed during the terminal control. The decrease in the AV re-
quirement results from less thruster on-time for LOS rate control
maneuvers as is also reflected in the thruster duty time. The
i5.0 second run performance data is not presented as most cases
resulted i , i an unsuccessful rendezvous. The unsuccessful nature '
DN.NO.: 1.4-3-15
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of the 15.0 second delay run is better indicated by the relative
trajectory and the ranee rate, and LOS rates as a function of time.
Figure 1 presents a portion of the inplane relative motion 
17 
or
case 1 of the reference run (2.0 second delay), the 10.0 second de-
lay and the 15.0 second delay. The 2.0 and 10.0 second delays were
both successful with little difference between the two trajectories.
As the 15.0 second delay trajectory indicates, it was unsuccessful.
Figure 2 presents time histories of range, range rate, and the LOS
rates for the case 1 10.0 second and 15.0 second delays. (Note
the 10.0 second delay is almost identical to the 2.0 second delay
and the 2.0 second data is riot p resented.) As is clearly shown,
the LOS rate control failea due to delay constraints and a rendez-
vous failure resulted.
Once again, the point is made that, while 15.0 seconds is unsatis-
factory if the full time is delayed, there are considerations open
to investigation concerning maneuver execution with degraded ac-
curacy. One can cite performance data for 50" degrades accurracy
as noted previously as an indication that some degradation could
be accepted. On the other hand, there are questions which can be
raised with respect to the 10.0 second delay being acceptable.
Namely, the fact that associated with the delay there will be a
degradation of accuracy during the maneuver which was not modeled
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and which could degrade the rendezvous performance. With respect
to braking maneuvers, it i, felt that ex perience has proven they
can be performed effectively if reasonably accurate data is avail-
able for maneuver initiation. The LOS rate control maneuvers and
th p attitude correctio n 	have in the past been performed
usino visual tarriet movement within a reticle. 	 Since the loss of
control occurs toward the later portion of the rendezvous it may
-
be possible to visually track the target in the reticle and per-
fnrm backu p LOS rate control and attitude correction maneuvers if
the radar data is inaccurate. So, it appears that increases in the
post maneuver time lacy may be possible. Fxtensions of the time
laq to even 10.0 seconds will require more detailed investigations
concerninq maneuver execution with several deoraded measurements,
availability of visual techniques for LOS rate control and attitude
corrections, the effects of lar ger trajectory dispersions at inser-
tion, and the effects of various acceleration levels.
The final area of investigation cnnc ,, rns the pr^rformance deltas
associated with the r p lativ p downraicie noJt.inn dispersions at in-
sertion. Two runs were made for cor,narison with the reference run
which has a one-sigma relative downrange dispersion of 0.56 n.mi.
The first run utilized a one-sigma v. ► lue of 1.12 n.mi., and the
second run tripled the one-sigma value to 1.68 n.mi. All casPs
41
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of both runs Y+ere successful and the delta performance data are
presented it Table IX.
TABLE IX - MISSION 3B RFNDFIVOUS PEP.FORMANCE Di LTAS FOR DOUBLE b
TRIPLE RELATIVE DOWNRANGE DISPERSIONS AT INSERTION *
PARAMETER UNITS 6(MEAN) 6(SIGMA) 6(MEW'1+3SIGMA)
Downrange
	 Sigma	 -	 1.12 n.mi.
f0s. 6.10 2.68 14.1Translation AV
Delta Time To Station- min. 0.14 0.11 0.5
keeping
Thruster Duty Time 0.94 0.27 1.75
Attitude Propellant lbs- 53.20 3.64 64.10
Downrange Sigma -
	 1.68 n.mi.
fps. 13.50 5.46 29.80Translation AV
Delta Time To Station- min. 0.31 0.28 1.13
keeping
Thruster Duty Time t 2.21 0.49 3.69
Attitude Propellant lbs. 16.41 11.03 67.50
*
The reference run relative downrange dispersion is 0.56 n.mi.
An increase in the relative downrange dispersion one-sigma value
	 i
from 0.56 n.mi. to 1.68 n.mi. will cost approximately 30 fps (mean
+3 sigma) and will increase the mean +3 sigma time to rendezvous
ONAO.: 1.4-3-15
	 I
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to just over 25 minutes. The associated duty time increases to
over 28%. The 1.68 n.mi. dispersion anoears to be acceptable with
the rendezvous teehnie,ue currently p ro posed. The sensitivity of
the Performance parameters to relative downran ge dispersions in-
dicates that a review of the 3B rend p zvoi;s canability should be made
once trajectory disnersinn data is available from 3D ascent studies.
It is also noted that thz relative downranne dispersion is also
attributable to knowledge of the tirget vehicle which would depend
on the ty pe of target (active or passive) and the available track-
ing prior to Orbiter liftoff.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The currently proposed accuracies for rendezvous sensor measure-
ments (i.e., those presented in Table II) are adequate for Mission
3B terminal control maneuver sup p ort.	 In addition, a margin exists
which will allow some accuracy degradation without imposing severe
performance Penalties. For example, sin g le measurement bias and
noise accuracy degradation of up to 50 were fnund to produce no
severe penalties. Should the limits of acceptahl e degradatinn he
desir ,2d then additional analysis should be performed.
A post maneuver time lag for accurate rendezvous radar data of
2.0 to 10.0 seconds appears accep'.ible for the trajectory disper-
sions investigated while a time lag of 15.0 seconds is unacceptable
Im.'10.: 1.4 -3-15
?7 ,lun y
 1975
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as failure to rendezvous occurs. 	 The tine la p invc%tigations
herein indicate a possibility of increasing the vaiu e ohovo tQ,
currently specified 2.0 seconds. However, it is noted that the
acceleration level used for x-axis 100 rate control was approxi-
mately the maximum that will he available and that it is the loss
of the associated LOS rate control 4hich is predominant in the
15.0 second time la y; rendezvous failures.
	
In addition, the sen-
sitivity of the acce p table tine ian to trajectory dispersions and
to terminal control operations is unknown.
	 It is therefore recom-
mended that prior to cowwittinn to any new value, additional
investigation he cnnductod with rein-ct to a' maneuver execution
with de g raded data ( p rior to total lao time nassaoe), h) the ac-
W tability of visual targ et tracking techniques for LO`> rate con-
trol and attitude corrections, c) tho lmpac , on the acceptable
time lag of increased relative trajectory dis persions at insertion
(particularl y in downran g e), and d) the im p acts on the acceptable
time lag due to availahle acceleration levels (e.n., reduced x-axis
acceleration du p to failure;).
The 3R rendezvous performance is sinnificant.ly dependent on relative
downrange d 4persion at insertion.
	
An increase in the relative
downrange dis persions from 0.56 n.mi. one-sigma to 1.68 n.mi. one-
sigma costs approximately 3C fps in W (mean +3 sigma), over a
D1,N O .: 1.4-3-15
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minute in total time to rcndrzvnus (mean 0 si<m,a), and over 3.5N
thruster deity time (mean +3 sinma).	 The increase_ to 1.6K n.mi.in-
creases the mean +3 sigma total time to rendezvnu5 to just over the
proposed 25 minute limit and requires a signiFicant amount of ad-
ditinnal RCS nrnnellant (- 10 fns Mean IT for translation and
% 70 lhs mean Q, for attitude).	 It is recommended that when in.-
sertion dispersion data is availahl y frnm 3R ascent studies, a
review be made of the resultinn Orbiter/tar get relative state un-
certainties at insertion to veri'y .onsistency with reference data
used in the 3B rendezvous, dispersion analyses performed to date.
If s 4 gnificantly different from the reference dispersions used here-
in then in particular, investigations concerning time to rendezvous
and RCS propellant requirements are recommended.
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MISSION 3B
RENDEZVUU`.) PERFO RMA'ICE DELTAS
FOR VARIOUS RADAR MEASURIMENT ACCURACIES
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I
The deltas in the Mission 3B rendezvous performance parameters
are presented in the following figures as percentages of the
j	 performance parameter value obtained from the monte carlo run
used as a reference. The specific reference values for the in-
dividual parameters are noted on the figures.
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